PENDLETON ROUND-UP
Pendleton, Ore. – 1910-2016

Rodeo records
Total payout: $586,095, 2010
All-around: $20,205, Trevor Brazile, 2012
Bareback riding: 89 points, Bruce Ford, 1979; Andy Martinez, 2006 (174/2, Will Lowe, 2006)
Team roping: 4.6 seconds, David Key/Travis Woodard, 2015 (17/6/3, Chad Masters/Jade Corkill, 2010)
Saddle bronc riding: 92 points, Chet Johnson, 2007 (178/2, Johnson, 2007)
Barrel racing: 27.5 seconds, Charmayne James, 2002 (55.47/2, James, 2002)
Steer roping: 10.1 seconds, Buster Record Jr., 1999 (36.6/3, Cody Ohl, 2010)
Bull riding: 93 points, Howdy Cloud, 2013 (179/2, Clint Craig, 2007; J.W. Harris, 2008)

2016 ($515,665)
AA: Shane Erickson, $3,496, team roping and tie-down roping
BB: Tim O’Connell, 172/2 (high score: 88, O’Connell)
SW: Nick Guy, 15.9/3 (fast time: 4.8, Guy)
TR: Ryan Reed/Dalton Pearce, 19.5/3 (fast time: 5.0, Aaron Macy/Evan Arnold)
SB: Jesse Wright, 170.5/2 (high score: 87.5, Cody DeMoss)
TD: Chase Williams, 28.3/3 (fast time: 8.4, Shank Edwards)
GB: Stevi Hillman, 59.36/2 (fast time: 29.64, Hillman)
BR: Sage Kimzey, 169.5/2 (high score: 86.5, Kimzey)
SR: Ryan Rochlitz, 42.4/3 (fast time: 11.5, Brent Lewis and Jason Evans)

2015 ($469,680)
AA: Trevor Brazile, $16,762, team roping, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Ty Breuer, 170/2 (high score: 86, Breuer)
SW: Hunter Cure, 16.6/3 (fast time: 4.6, Cure)
TR: (tie) Trevor Brazile/Patrick Smith and Clay Tryan/Jade Corkill, 20.0/3 (fast time: 4.6, David Key/Travis Woodard)
SB: Spencer Wright, 169/2 (high score: 87, Sam Spreadborough and Wright)
TD: J.C. Malone, 28.2/3 (fast time: 8.0, Adam Gray)
GB: Kimmie Wall, 57.33/2 (fast time: 28.43, Pamela Capper)
BR: Sage Kimzey, 170/2 (high score: 86, Kimzey)
SR: Brent Lewis, 41.4/3 (fast time: 10.3, Lewis)

2014 ($509,492)
AA: Trevor Brazile, $13,546, team roping, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: (tie) Caleb Bennett and Tim O’Connell, 166/2 (high score: 87, Bennett)
SW: Casey Martin, 17.4/3 (fast time: 3.8, Martin)
TR: Jake Stanley/Bucky Campbell, 19.2/3 (fast time: 5.0, Manny Egusquiza Jr./Martin Lucero and Ron Webb/Dan Webb)
SB: Cort Scheer, 175/2 (high score: 91, Scheer on Four Star Rodeo’s Rounder)
TD: Riley Pruitt, 28.8/3 (fast time: 8.6, Pruitt and Trevor Brazile-twice)
GB: Christy Loflin, 56.60/2 (fast time: 28.06, Loflin)
BR: Steve Woolsey, 172/2 (high score: 87, Dallee Mason and Woolsey)
SR: Jason Evans, 41.1/3 (fast time: 12.4, Vin Fisher Jr.)

2013 ($479,012)
AA: Trevor Brazile, $14,215, team roping, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Steven Peebles, 168/2 (high score: 87, Peebles)
SW: Tyler Pearson, 16.9/3 (fast time: 4.4, Wyatt Smith)
TR: Derrick Begay/Cesar de la Cruz, 20.5/3 (fast time: 5.4, Trevor Brazile/Patrick Smith)
SB: Jake Wright, 170/2 (high score: 87, Wade Sundell)
TD: Roger Nonella, 32.3/3 (fast time: 8.5, Tuf Cooper)
GB: Christy Loflin, 56.84/2 (fast time: 28.22, Loflin)
BR: Clayton Foltyn, 178/2 (high score: 93, Howdy Cloud on Sankey Rodeo’s Soldier Boy)
SR: Scott Snedecor, 46.8/3 (fast time: 12.2, Rick Kieckhefer)

2012 ($476,488)
AA: Trevor Brazile, $20,205, team roping, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Bobby Mote, 169/2 (high score: 87, Austin Foss)
SW: Todd Suhn, 15.4/3 (fast time: 4.4, Monty Eakin)
TR: Colby Lovell/Russell Cardoza, 18.3/3 (fast time: 5.3, Turtle Powell/Dugan Kelly)
SB: Cody DeMoss, 171/2 (high score: 87, DeMoss)
TD: Houston Hutto, 28.1/3 (fast time: 8.1, Ryan Jarrett)
GB: Christy Loflin, 57.64/2 (fast time: 28.75, Nikki Steffes)
BR: Parker Breding, 175/2 (high score: 92, Breding on Robinson Pro Rodeo’s Tight Rope)
SR: Coy Thompson, 47.4/3 (fast time: 12.9, Rocky Patterson)

2011 ($489,528)
AA: Will Gasperson, $7,627, team roping and steer roping
BB: Steven Dent, 166/2 (high score: 85, Jake Vold)
SW: J.D. Hays, 18.2/3 (fast time: 4.8, Brad Johnson)
TR: Derrick Begay/Cesar de la Cruz, 18.1/3 (fast time: 4.8, Shawn Bessette/Shane Bessette)
SB: Taos Muncy, 170/2 (high score: 90, Muncy on Korkow Rodeo’s Fraid Knot)
TD: Tyler Thiel, 29.2/3 (fast time: 8.1, Tuf Cooper)
GB: Nikki Steffes, 57.02/2 (fast time: 28.47, Steffes)
BR: Howdy Cloud, 169/2 (high score: 91, Shane Proctor on Corey & Lange Rodeo’s King of Hearts)
SR: Cody Scheck, 46.1/3 (fast time: 12.4, Rocky Patterson)

2010 ($586,095 -- 100th anniversary celebration)
AA: Kyle Lockett, $4,958, team roping, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: (tie) Kelly Timberman and Ryan Gray, 169/2 (high score: 87, Gray)
SW: Casey Martin, 15.6/3 (fast time: 4.5, Tyler Haugen, Baylor Roche and Seth Brockman)
TR: Chad Masters/Jade Corkill, 17.6/3 (fast time: 4.9, Jake Stanley/Walt Woodard)
SB: Cody Wright, 173/2 (high score: 88, Wright)
TD: Jim Ross Cooper, 32.4/3 (fast time: 8.5, Cooper)
GB: Jody Sheffield, 57.42/2 (fast time: 28.32, Sheffield)
BR: Travis Atkinson, 175/2 (high score: 92, Atkinson on Corey & Horst Rodeo’s Speed Dial)
SR: Cody Ohl, 36.6/3 (fast time: 10.4, Ohl)

2009 ($432,375)
AA: Josh Peek, $6,053, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: Jared Keylon, 169/2 (high score: 85, Clint Cannon and Keylon)
SW: Olin Hannum, 16.7/3 (fast time: 4.1, Hannum)
TR: Joel Bach/Allen Bach, 21.2/3 (fast time: 5.0, Riley Minor/Brady Minor and Justin Yost/Britt Bockius)
SB: Wade Sundell, 174/2 (high score: 89, Sundell)
TD: (tie) Jerrad Hofstetter and Matt Shiozawa, 33.7/3 (fast time: 7.9, Scott Kormos)
GB: Linzie Walker, 56.54/2 (fast time: 28.22, Walker)
BR: Colin McTaggart, 175/2 (high score: 90, McTaggart on Corey & Horst Rodeo’s Lippy)
SR: C.A. Lauer, 41.5/3 (fast time: 11.4, Rocky Patterson)
2008 ($402,398)

AA: Cash Myers, $3,742, tie-down roping and steer roping

BB: Will Lowe, 172/2 (high score: 88, Lowe)

SW: Casey Martin, 16.4/3 (fast time: 4.8, Les Shepperson and Rhett Kennedy)


SB: Morgan Forbes, 174/2 (high score: 89, J.J. Elsheere)

TD: Brad Goodrich, 27.6/3 (fast time: 7.7, Hunter Herrin)

GB: Linzie Walker, 56.44/2 (fast time: 28.11, Walker)

BR: J.W. Harris, 179/2 (high score: 92, Harris on Corey & Horst Rodeo’s North Star)

SR: Scott Snedecor, 41.8/3 (fast time: 10.6, Snedecor)

2007 ($379,340)

AA: Cash Myers, $3,750, tie-down roping and steer roping

BB: Cleve Schmidt, 168/2 (high score: 86, Schmidt)

SW: Todd Suhn, 18.3/3 (fast time: 5.2, B.J. Taruscio)

TR: Charly Crawford/Cody Hintz, 18.4/3 (fast time: 4.8, Jake Cooper/Jim Ross Cooper)

SB: Chet Johnson, 178/2 (high score: 92, Johnson on Sankey Rodeo’s Domino Theory)

TD: (tie) Tim Pharr and Alwin Bouchard, 28.8/3 (fast time: 7.8, Clint Robinson)

GB: Linzie Walker, 55.48/2 (fast time: 27.64, Walker)

BR: Clint Craig, 179/2 (high score: 92, Craig on Corey & Horst Rodeo’s North Star)

SR: Rich Skelton, 46.3/3 (fast time: 11.5, K.W. Lauer and Jason Stewart)

2006 ($348,691 – $417,449 in 2016 dollars)

AA: Joe Beaver, $12,411, team roping and tie-down roping

BB: Will Lowe, 174/2 (high score: 89, Andy Martinez)

SW: Brad Gleason, 17.9/3 (fast time: 4.5, Chancey Gartner and K.C. Jones)
TR: (tie) Joe Beaver/Nick Simmons and Jake Stanley/Russell Cardoza, 20.1/3 (fast time: 5.1, Charly Crawford/Kinney Harrell)

SB: (tie) Rod Hay and Cody DeMoss, 168/2 (high score: 87, Jeb Knox)

TD: Joe Beaver, 29.1/3 (fast time: 9.0, Dean Edge)

GB: Linzie Walker, 56.40/2 (fast time: 28.06, Walker)

BR: Mike Moore, 177/2 (high score: 92, Moore on Western Rodeo’s Poison Ivy)

SR: Cash Myers, 42.6/3 (fast time: 12.1, Vin Fisher Jr. and J.P. Wickett)

2005 ($354,338)

AA: Cash Myers, $13,553, steer wrestling, tie-down roping and steer roping

BB: (tie) Cody DeMers and Cimarron Gerke, 164/2 (high score: 84, Justin McDaniel and DeMers)

SW: Tommy Cook, 17.2/3 (fast time: 3.9, Cook)

TR: Tee Woolman/Cory Petska, 19.5/2 (fast time: 5.0, Wade Wheatley/Kyle Lockett)

SB: Rod Hay, 169/2 (high score: 86, Jeff Willert and Cody DeMoss)

TD: Fred Whitfield, 29.4/3 (fast time: 8.5, Whitfield)

GB: Maegan Reichert, 56.69/2 (fast time: 28.13, Linda Vick)

BR: Bryan Richardson, 177/2 (high score: 90, Richardson)

SR: Doug Clark, 42.7/3 (fast time: 10.7, Cash Myers)

2004 ($320,998)

AA: Brad Goodrich, $10,757, tie-down roping and steer roping

BB: Clayton Foltyn, 166/2 (high score: 85, Will Lowe)

SW: Tommy Cook, 16.9/3 (fast time: 4.5, Shawn Greenfield)

TR: Travis Tryan/Matt Zancanella, 20.9/3 (fast time: 5.1, Shain Sproul/Kinney Harrell)

SB: (tie) Rod Hay and Glen O’Neill, 165/2 (high score: 85, O’Neill)

TD: Brad Goodrich, 27.6/3 (fast time: 8.1, Jeff Chapman)
GB: Jolee Lautaret, 56.27/2 (fast time: 27.84, Lautaret)
BR: Cory McFadden, 165/2 (high score: 86, Jason McClain)
SR: Mike Beers, 41.4/3 (fast time: 11.2, Will Gasperson)

2003 ($330,969)
AA: Kyle Lockett, $8,645, team roping and steer roping
BB: Davey Shields, 168/2 (high score: 86, Jason Jeter)
SW: Josh Lessman, 19.1/3 (fast time: 5.3, Brad Gleason)
TR: Jake Barnes/Boogie Ray, 19.6/3 (fast time: 5.7 Tee Woolman/Kyle Lockett)
SB: (tie) Rod Hay and Jesse Bail, 167/2 (high score: 86, Billy Etbauer and Bail)
TD: Jerome Schneeberger, 25.6/3 (fast time: 7.9, Schneeberger)
GB: Charmayne James, 56.34/2 (fast time: 27.80, James)
BR: Fred Boettcher, 175/2 (high score: 89, Boettcher)
SR: Jason Stewart, 40.2/3 (fast time: 11.1, Jarrett Blessing)

2002 ($325,933)
AA: B.J. Campbell, $4,591, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: Ken Lensegrav, 166/2 (high score: 86, Sean Culver)
SW: K.C. Jones, 16.5/2 (fast time: 3.8, Jones)
TR: Liddon Cowden/Brent Lockett, 18.7/3 (fast time: 5.4, Cowden/Lockett)
SB: Glen O’Neill, 174/2 (high score: 89, Jess Martin)
TD: Ricky Hyde, 28.5/3 (fast time: 8.0, Scott Kormos)
GB: Charmayne James, 55.47/2 (fast time: 27.50, James)
BR: Casey Baize, 173/2 (high score: 91, Baize on Corey & Horst Rodeo’s Crank Shaft)
SR: Jarrett Blessing, 44.8/3 (fast time: 10.3, Rocky Patterson)

2001 ($330,274)
AA: Cody Ohl, $4,956, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Larry Sandvick, 166/2 (high score: 87, Bobby Mote)
SW: Brock Andrus, 17.4/3 (fast time: 4.5, Rope Myers)
TR: Richard Eiguren/B.J. Campbell, 20.2/3 (fast time: 5.9, Jason Stewart/Bucky Campbell)
SB: Glen O’Neill, 167/2 (high score: 86, Shane Lyon and Billy Richards)
TD: Blair Burk, 33.8/3 (fast time: 9.3, Burk)
GB: Kelli Currin, 56.64/2 (fast time: 28.19, Cheyenne Allan)
BR: Tyler Fowler, 171/2 (high score: 92, Fowler on Guidry Rodeo’s El Nino)
SR: J.D. Yates, 40.5/3 (fast time: 11.0, Don Eddleman)

2000 ($304,646 -- first year that barrel racing was part of the program)
AA: Birch Negaard, $8,123, steer wrestling and team roping
BB: Scott Johnston, 165/2 (high score: 85, Chad Klein)
SW: (tie) Teddy Johnson and Birch Negaard, 15.3/3 (fast time: 4.1, Tony Currin and Johnson)
TR: Bill Holland Jr./Mike George, 20.3/3 (fast time: 5.4, Cody Cowden/Matt Zancanella)
SB: Ira Slagowski, 166/2 (high score: 85, Robert Etbauer and Slagowski)
TD: Herbert Theriot, 33.3/3 (fast time: 9.5, Trevor Brazile and Brad Goodrich)
GB: Gloria Freeman, 56.65/2 (fast time: 28.20, Freeman)
BR: Danell Tipton, 169/2 (high score: 89, Tipton)
SR: Clay Cameron, 41.6/3 (fast time: 11.4, Harold Bumguardner)

1999 ($274,111)
AA: Trevor Brazile, 7,794, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Pete Hawkins, 167/2 (high score: 85, Hawkins)
SW: (tie) Jason Lahr and Tommy Cook, 18.4/3 (fast time: 4.5, Steve Currin)
TR: Matt Tyler/Bobby Harris, 21.2/3 (fast time: 5.0, Doyle Gellerman/Tanner Bryson)
SB: Dan Mortensen, 172/2 (high score: 86, T.C. Holloway and Mortensen-twice)
TD: Trevor Brazile, 32.0/3 (fast time: 9.2, Brent Lewis)
BR: Royd Doyal, 168/2 (high score: 87, Doyal)
SR: Tom Sorey, 46.1/3 (fast time: 10.1, Buster Record Jr.)

1998 ($260,524)
AA: Herbert Theriot, $8,036, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: Brian Hawk, 167/2 (high score: 85, Clint Corey and Eric Swenson)
SW: Herbert Theriot, 16.8/3 (fast time: 4.9, Theriot)
TR: Chance Kelton/Brent Lockett, 20.9/3 (fast time: 6.1, Guy Howell/Bobby Harris)
SB: Todd Hipsag, 159/2 (high score: 86, Red Lemmel)
TD: Trent Walls, 34.9/3 (fast time: 10.0, Walls)
BR: Kelly Armstrong, 171/2 (high score: 91, Armstrong on Harvey Northcott Rodeo’s Jimmy Diesel)
SR: Guy Allen, 38.5/3 (fast time: 10.5, Allen)

1997 ($254,616)
AA: Mike Beers, $10,535, team roping, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Kelly Wardell, 162/2 (high score: 82, Wardell)
SW: Rope Myers, 15.9/3 (fast time: 4.7, Myers)
TR: Speed Williams/Rich Skelton, 21.6/3 (fast time: 6.0, Cody Ohl/Marty Becker)
SB: Ryan Mapston, 162/2 (high score: 85, Dan Mortensen)
TD: Mark Nugent, 32.9/3 (fast time: 9.7, Shawn Franklin)
BR: Hank Reece, 157/2 (high score: 83, Spud Whitman)
SR: Jim Davis, 38.2/3 (fast time: 10.8, Trevor Brazile)

1996 ($237,783 – $365,772 in 2016 dollars)
AA: Todd Suhn, $6,812, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
1995 ($225,557 – Mike Boothe died Sept. 13, one day after he was injured competing in the team roping)
AA: Mike Beers, $6,996, team roping and tie-down roping
BB: Marvin Garrett, 168/2 (high score: 85, Scott Lund and Garrett)
SW: Ron Currin, 17.5/3 (fast time: 5.1, Currin)
TR: Shane Schwenke/Monty Joe Petska, 23.2/3 (fast time: 6.4, David Motes/Mike Beers)
SB: Jess Martin, 165/2 (high score: 85, Martin)
TD: (tie) Mike Beers and Fred Whitfield, 36.1/3 (fast time: 9.4, Mike Johnson)
BR: David Fournier, 87; no one had two qualified rides
SR: Mike Thompson, 40.9/3 (fast time: 10.9, J.D. Yates)

1994 ($209,537)
AA: J.D. Yates, $7,163, team roping, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Denny McLanahan, 162/2 (high score: 81, Marvin Garrett and McLanahan-twice)
SW: Danny Torricelllas, 15.8/3 (fast time: 4.1, Doug Houston)
TR: Jake Barnes/Clay O’Brien Cooper, 27.6/3 (fast time: 6.4, Cody Ohl/Twister Cain)
SB: Billy Etbauer, 168/2 (high score: 85, Etbauer)
TD: (tie) Brent Lewis and Troy Pruitt, 35.0/3 (fast time: 10.2, Mike Johnson)
BR: Adam Carrillo, 163/2 (high score: 87, Carrillo)
SR: J.D. Yates, 42.7/3 (fast time: 11.5, Neil Worrell)

1993 ($208,183)
AA: Ron Currin, $4,568, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: Lance Crump, 161/2 (high score: 83, Crump)
SW: Sam Kayser, 17.5/3 (fast time: 4.6, Kayser)
TR: Doyle Gellerman/Walt Woodard, 21.8/3 (fast time: 5.9, Jake Barnes/Clay O’Brien Cooper)
SB: Dan Mortensen, 160/2 (high score: 82, Mortensen)
TD: Herbert Theriot, 33.9/3 (fast time: 8.7, K.C. Jones)
BR: Shannon Wortman, 155/2 (high score: 81, Wade Leslie)
SR: Roy Angermiller, 41.2/3 (fast time: 10.2, Paul Williams)

1992 ($192,440)
AA: Bred Boatright, $3,419, team roping and steer roping
BB: Deb Greenough, 165/2 (high score: 83, Matt Weishof and Greenough)
SW: Trav Cadwell, 15.9/3 (fast time: 4.0, Russell Davis)
TR: Jake Milton/Bobby Harris, 22.2/3 (fast time: 5.7, Bret Boatright/Mike Beers and Wes Moore/Monty Joe Petska)
SB: Kyle Wemple, 162/2 (high score: 83, Wemple)
TD: Tiny Bertsch, 34.6/3 (fast time: 9.5, Shawn McMullan)
BR: Cody Custer, 160/2 (high score: 83, Custer)
SR: Buster Record Jr., 37.5/3 (fast time: 10.8, Roy Cooper)

1991 ($196,635 – first year team roping was part of the program)
AA: K.C. (Karl Curtis) Jones, $8,167, team roping and tie-down roping
BB: Mark Garrett, 159/2 (high score: 83, Clint Corey)
SW: Steve Currin, 18.0/3 (fast time: 4.6, Currin)
TR: Rube Woolsey/Kory Koontz, 21.7 (fast time: 5.3, Junior Crump/Twister Cain)
SB: (tie) Jack Nystrom and Butch Knowles, 162/2 (high score: 84, Knowles)
TD: K.C. Jones, 35.8/3 (fast time: 9.8, Lanham Mangold)
BR: Michael Gaffney, 163/2 (high score: 83, Gaffney)
SR: J.D. Yates, 43.9/3 (fast time: 11.9, Guy Allen)

1990 ($137,853)
AA: Lewis Feild, $5,539, bareback riding and saddle bronc riding
BB: Lewis Feild, 160/2 (high score: 85, Ty Murray)
SW: John W. Jones Jr., 19.9/3 (fast time: 4.6, Dean Want and Peter Orradre)
SB: Dan Etbauer, 162/2 (high score: 84, Etbauer)
TD: Johnny Emmons, 35.4/3 (fast time: 9.9, Cliff Williamson)
BR: Joe Wimberly Jr., 161/2 (high score: 85, Bobby Delvecchio)
SR: Neil Worrell, 39.5/3 (fast time: 10.7, Marty Jones)

1989 ($124,421)
AA: Lewis Feild, $7,293, bareback riding and saddle bronc riding
BB: (tie) Lewis Feild and Mark Garrett, 158/2 (high score: 84, Garrett)
SW: Tony Currin, 18.3/3 (fast time: 4.7, Pat Nogle)
SB: Lewis Feild, 156/2 (high score: 82, Red Lemmel)
TD: Joe Lucas, 33.7/3 (fast time: 10.5, Tom Camarillo, Roy Cooper, Dave Cannon Jr. and Lucas)
BR: Johnny Chavez, 170/2 (high score: 87, Chavez)
SR: Guy Allen, 38.7/3 (fast time: 10.7, Allen)

1988 ($119,028)
AA: Mike Currin, $3,511, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: (tie) Marvin Garrett and Wayne Herman, 160/2 (high score: 82, Herman)
SW: Mark Waltz, 17.8/3 (fast time: 5.0, Blaine Pederson)
SB: Kyle Wemple, 158/2 (high score: 82, Wemple)
TD: Clay Tom Cooper, 32.5/3 (fast time: 8.9, Mike Beers)
BR: Clint Branger, 162/2 (high score: 89, Wade Leslie)
SR: Charles Good, 46.0/3 (fast time: 12.0, Jim Davis)

1987 ($116,808)
AA: Tom Ferguson, $3,062, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: Duane France, 154/2 (high score: 79, Steve Carter, Clint Corey and France)
SW: Tony Currin, 17.9/3 (fast time: 4.3, Steve Duhon)
SB: Robert Etbauer, 160/2 (high score: 84, Etbauer)
TD: Steven Nilmeyer, 33.5/3 (fast time: 9.2, Tod Slone)
BR: Lane Frost, 161/2 (high score: 86, Frost)
SR: Tommy Hirsig, 43.8/3 (fast time: 11.0, Shaun Burchett)

1986 ($121,987 – $268,631 in 2016 dollars)
AA: Harold Bumguardner, $4,949, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Robin Burwash, 152/2 (high score: 80, Burwash)
SW: John W. Jones Jr., 19.5/3 (fast time: 4.3, Ote Berry)
SB: Butch Knowles, 155/2 (high score: 78, Knowles)
TD: Mike McLaughlin, 29.6/3 (fast time: 8.9, Dave Brock)
BR: (tie) Phillip Fournier and Charles Sampson, 150/2 (high score: 77, Wacey Cathey and Jeff Crockett)
SR: Harold Bumguardner, 45.5/3 (fast time: 12.1, George Alexander)

1985 ($117,292 – 75th anniversary)
AA: Mike Beers, $5,517, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Randy Taylor, 157/2 (high score: 86, Steve Carter)
SW: Byron Walker, 16.4/3 (fast time: 4.6, Marty Melvin)
SB: David Bothum, 155/2 (high score: 80, Bothum)
TD: Joe Lucas, 31.1/3 (fast time: 8.6, Lucas)
BR: Lane Frost, 156/2 (high score: 82, Frost)
SR: Pax Irvine, 51.0/3 (fast time: 12.0, Guy Allen)

1984 ($121,127 – first year of standard trophy buckle)
AA: Roy Cooper, $4,267, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Lewis Feild, 160/2 (high score: 81, Feild)
SW: (tie) Arlen Driggers and Byron Walker, 19.8/3 (fast time: 5.1, Gary Green)
SB: Brad Gjermundson, 152/2 (high score: 77, Rockie Kukla)
TD: Dan Webb, 32.0/3 (fast time: 9.7, Joe Lucas)
BR: (tie) Sam Poutous and Rob McDonald, 150/2 (high score: 82, McDonald)
SR: Pake McEntire, 46.1/3 (fast time: 11.8, Shaun Burchett)

1983 ($107,610)
AA: Phil Lyne, $4,631, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: J.C. Trujillo, 160/2 (Bob Logue suffered broken neck in finals)
SW: Danny Torricellas, 19.9/3
SB: Kent Cooper, 152/2
TD: Phil Lyne, 32.2/3
BR: Charles Sampson, score not published
SR: Guy Allen, 45.4/3

1982 ($112,000)
AA: Roy Cooper, $4,142, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: J.C. Trujillo, 160/2 (high score: 87, Trujillo)
SW: Tom Ferguson, 19.3/3 (fast time: 4.8, John Boschi)
SB: (tie) Charley Stovner and Mel Hyland, 153/2 (high score: 80, Monty Henson and Stovner)
TD: Pax Irvine, 34.8/3 (fast time: 10.0, Mike Ray and Mike Beers)
BR: Jody Tatone, 166/2 (high score: 88, Tatone)
SR: Guy Allen, 41.5/3 (fast time: 11.0, Paul Hughes)

1981
AA: Phil Lyne, $5,143, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Mickey Young, 153/2 (high score: 78, Young)
SW: Lane Johnson, 16.6/3 (fast time: 4.3, Jim Roddy)
SB: Bob W. Brown, 149/2 (high score: 78, Lyle Sankey)
TD: Steve Bland, 34.7/3 (fast time: 9.8, Jimmie Cooper)
BR: Bobby Delvechhio, 154/2 (high score: 82, Ricky Bolin)
SR: Jim Davis, 45.7/3 (fast time: 13.4, H.L. Todd)

1980 ($75,901)
AA: Steve Bland, $3,552, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: John McDonald, 149/2 (high score: 78, McDonald)
SW: Carl Hansen, 20.5/3 (fast time: 5.0, Joe Dorenkamp)
SB: Ivan Daines, 146/2 (high score: 75, David Bothum and Daines)
TD: Steve Bland, 35.4/2 (fast time: 9.9, Dave Brock)
BR: Eddie Rawdon, 162/2 (high score: 82, Bobby Delvechhio)
SR: Walt Arnold, 48.4/3 (fast time: 11.7, Guy Allen)

1979 ($78,640)
AA: Danny Torricellas, $3,500, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: Joe Alexander, 162/2 (high score: 89, Bruce Ford on Vold Rodeo’s Velvet River)
SW: Danny Torricellas, 19.7/3 (fast time: 5.6, Larry Ferguson)
SB: Joe Marvel, 168/2 (high score: 89, Marvel)
TD: Phil Lyne, 37.9/3 (fast time: 9.9, Jeff Copenhaver)
BR: Gary Leffew, 168/2 (high score: 91, Jerry Beagley)
SR: Terry McGinley, 55.6/3 (fast time: 13.7, Grover Thompson)

1978 ($47,804)
AA: Byron Walker, $2,899, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: Steve Dunham, 158/2 (high score: 82, Dunham)
SW: Jim Zolman, 20.9/3 (fast time: 5.0, Dan Ackley)
SB: Mel Coleman, 156/2 (high score: 84, Coleman)
TD: Roy Cooper, 33.8/3 (fast time: 9.8, Cooper)
BR: (tie) Don Johansen and Butch Kirby, 153/2 (high score: 83, Johansen)
SR: Arnold Felts, no times published

1977 ($67,444)
AA: Jeff Knowles, $2,483, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: Joe Alexander, 155/2 (high score: 78, Alexander)
SW: Fred Larsen, 21.3/3 (fast time: 5.6, Dan Ackley)
SB: Bob Gottfriedson, 153/2 (high score: 77, Gottfriedson)
TD: Larry Ferguson, 35.7/3 (fast time: 10.5, Jeff Knowles)
BR: Barney Brehmer, 167/2 (high score: 84, John Bland and Brehmer)
SR: Kenny Call, 52.1/3 (fast time: 13.1, Cliff Kellmer)

1976 ($56,600 – $240,080 in 2016 dollars)
AA: Chris Lybbert, $1,951, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: Russel McCall, 144/2 (high score: 76, McCall)
SW: Pat Nogle, 18.7/3 (fast time: 5.6, Chris Lybbert)
SB: Doug Vold, 146/2 (high score: 77, Jim Pratt)
TD: Dean Oliver, 41.2/3 (fast time: 10.1, Oliver)
BR: Doug Brown, 155/2 (high score: 83, Brown)
SR: Walt Arnold, 53.4/3 (fast time: 14.5, James Allen)

1975 ($46,711)
AA: Walt Arnold, $3,420, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Scotty Platts, 150/2 (high score: 81, Platts)
SW: Danny Torricellas, 25.8/3 (fast time: 7.2, Torricellas)
SB: Bill Pauley, 149/2 (high score: 77, Pauley)
TD: Bob Ragsdale, 43.8/3 (fast time: 9.7, Clay Finley)
BR: Kenny Stanton, 149/2 (high score: 81, Stanton)
SR: James Allen, 58.0/3 (fast time: 16.0, Buddy Cockrell)

1974 ($33,321)
AA: John Dalton, $2,353, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Scotty Platts, 154/2 (high score: 77, Platts-twice)
SW: Lee Phillips, 24.5/3 (fast time: 5.8, Phillips)
SB: Brian Claypool, 158/2 (high score: 79, Claypool-twice)
TD: Keene Wright, 36.6/3 (fast time: 10.6, Larry Cohorn)
BR: (tie) Monte Condon and Harold Haptonstall, 147/2 (high score: 79, Guy Barth)
SR: John Dalton, 51.5/3 (fast time: 14.4, Dalton)

1973 ($28,321 – first year that all-around award was sponsored by East Oregonian)
AA: Walt Arnold, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: (tie) Steve Cosca and Royce Smith (high score: 80, Dale Trottier)
SW: Dave Myers, 26.6/3 (fast time: 4.8, C.R. Jones)
SB: (tie) Dennis Reiners and Don Farmer, 139/2 (high score: 71, Dan Filippini and Reiners)
TD: Jim Gladstone, 40.7/3 (fast time: 10.5, Merrill Bond)
BR: John Dodds, 140/2 (high score: 74, Lex Sheppard)
SR: Ben Patterson, 51.8/3 (fast time: 14.2, Walt Arnold)

1972 ($43,543 – final performance televised on ABC)
AA: Eldon Dudley, $2,890, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Ace Berry, 149/2 (high score: 76, T.J. Walter)
SW: Frank Shepperson, 19.8/3 (fast time: 4.8, Shepperson)
SB: Darryl Kong, 140/2 (high score: 74, Ivan Daines)
TD: Donnie Yandell, 39.1/3 (fast times: 11.0, Olin Young and Ronnye Sewalt)
BR: Brian Claypool, 153/2 (high score: 79, Gary Leffew and Claypool)
SR: Joe Snively, 56.9/3 (fast time: 14.2, Snively)

1971 ($33,963)
AA: James Allen, $1,286, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Joe Alexander, 208/3 (high score: 74, Alexander)
SW: Fred Larsen, 20.7/3 (fast time: 5.3, Larsen)
SB: (tie) Doug Brown and Marty Wood, 141/2 (high score: 78, Dave Hart)
TD: Dean Oliver, 44.9/3 (fast time: 11.5, Stan Harter)
BR: John Dodds, 137/2 (high score: 73, Gary Arzino)
SR: Irv Alderson, 55.0/3 (fast time: 13.4, Lewis Kinkead)
1970 ($32,155)
AA: Kenny Stanton, $1,251, bareback riding and bull riding
BB: Ace Berry, 227/3 (high score: 79, Berry-won all three rounds)
SW: Leland Kelley, 26.3/3 (fast time: 7.0, Bill Severe)
SB: Hugh Chambliss, 146/2 (high score: 74, Ivan Daines)
TD: Donnie Yandell, 43.6/3 (fast time: 11.6, Ernest Forsberg)
BR: Kenny Stanton, 137/2 (high score: 71, Stanton)
SR: Dewey Lee David, 56.5/3 (fast time: 14.8, David)

1969 ($44,788)
AA: Olin Young, $3,375, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Larry Mahan, 150/2 (high score: 77, Royce Smith)
SW: Walt Linderman, 20.9/3 (fast time: 5.1, Rolf Graham)
SB: J.C. Bonine, 148/2 (high score: 79, Tom Bews)
TD: Olin Young, 44.7/3 (fast time: 12.8, Buttons Howard)
BR: Larry Mahan, 142/2 (high score: 75, Mahan)
SR: Don McLaughlin, 52.4/3 (fast time: 14.2, Olin Young)

1968 ($33,718)
AA: Allen Keller, $2,068, steer wrestling and steer roping
BB: Bob Mayo, 136/2 (high score: 73, Dale Trottier)
SW: Donnie Yandell, 22.2/3 (fast time: 5.1, Rolf Graham)
SB: Larry Mahan, 140/2 (high score: 76, Ralph Maynard)
TD: Bob Ragsdale, 37.9/3 (fast time: 10.6, Ragsdale)
BR: Paul Mayo, 134/2 (high score: 69, Mayo)
SR: Allen Keller, 62.0/3 (fast time: 18.5, John Dalton)
1967 ($32,151)
AA: Larry Mahan, $1,985, bareback riding, saddle bronc riding and bull riding
BB: Tony Haberer, 208/3 (high score: 75, Haberer)
SW: Roy Duvall, 22.4/3 (fast time: 5.3, Anson Thurman)
SB: Jerry Hixon, 135/2 (high score: 75, Jack Phipps)
TD: Lee Farris, 39.5/3 (fast time: 10.1, Olin Young)
BR: Larry Mahan, 137/2 (high score: 73, Mahan)
SR: Jim Prather, 65.7/3 (fast time: 16.5, Jim Bob Altizer)

1966 ($49,080 – $365,605 in 2016 dollars)
AA: Don McLaughlin, $3,052, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: (tie) Bob Duce and Larry Mahan, 126/2 (high score: 66, Walt Mason and Duce)
SW: Walter Wyatt, 23.4/3 (fast time: 5.2, Ben Reynolds)
SB: Jim Bothum, 137/2 (high score: 73, Ned Londo)
TD: Don McLaughlin, 45.3/3 (fast time: 12.8, G.L. Longgood)
BR: Kenny Stanton, 128/2 (high score: 69, Boyce Burnett)
SR: Richard Walker (fast time: 16.4, Tim Prather)

1965 ($46,150)
AA: Paul Mayo, $1,590, bareback riding and bull riding
BB: Jackie Wright, 136/2 (high score: 76, Wright)
SW: Bill Linderman, 25.9/3 (fast time: 6.4, Linderman)
SB: Shawn Davis, 138/2 (high score: 72, Davis)
TD: Bud Corwin, 37.4/3 (fast time: 11.4, Tim Prather)
BR: (tie) Gid Garstad and Paul Mayo, 131/2 (high score: 70, Larry Mahan and Mayo)
SR: Everett Shaw, 56.3/3 (fast time: 15.8, Walt Arnold)

1964 ($47,686, including $12,600 in television money – first year of 100-point maximum scoring system in roughstock events)

AA: Sonny Davis, $4,010, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Ken Stanton, 133/2 (high score: 67, Dick Havens)
SW: John W. Jones Sr., 21.8/3 (fast time: 5.5, Bob Hendrickson)
SB: Jim Tescher, 129/2 (high score: 69, Winston Bruce)
TD: Sonny Davis, 34.7/3 (fast time: 10.2, Davis)
BR: Bob Wegner, 125/2 (high score: 65, Wegner)
SR: Joe Snively, 51.0/3 (fast time: 13.9, Joe Snively)

1963 ($25,856 – last year of 210-point maximum scoring system in roughstock events)

AA: Mac Griffith, $1,838, steer wrestling, saddle bronc riding and bull riding ($14,497 in 2016 dollars)
BB: Dave Reidhead (high score: 182, Reidhead)
SW: Mac Griffith, 29.4/3
SB: Kenny McLean (high score: 181, Bill Martinelli)
TD: Dale Smith, 49.1/3
BR: Larry Davis
SR: Dewey Lee David, 61.4/3

1962

AA: Sonny Davis, $2,884, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Buddy Peak, 363/2 (high score: 182, Jackie Wright and Peak)
SW: Harley May, 24.3/3 (fast time: 6.2, Wilbur Plaugher and Neal Arvie)
SB: Kenny McLean, 365/2 (high score: 184, McLean)
TD: Sonny Davis 43.6/3 (fast time: 11.5, Davis)
BR: Ronnie Rossen, 352/2 (high score: 179, Rossen)
SR: Don McLaughlin, 56.3/3 (fastest time: 14.3, Sonny Davis)

1961 ($25,293)
AA: Harry Charters, $2,930, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: Don Mayo, 352/2 (high score: 180, Paul Templeton and Sammy Flynn)
SW: Harry Charters, 24.0/3 (fast time: 5.0, Charters)
SB: Marty Wood, 535/3 (high score: 184, Kenny McLean)
TD: Harry Charters, 45.3/3 (fast time: 14.2, Charters)
BR: Bob Wegner, 351/2 (high score: 180, Wegner)
SR: Harley May, 64.4/3 (fast time: 16.9, Don McLaughlin)

1960
AA: Harry Charters, $1,704, steer wrestling and tie-down roping
BB: John Mitchell, 354/2 (high score: 180, Jim Shoulders and Paul Templeton)
SW: Bob A. Robinson, 28.8/3 (fast time: 7.7, Robinson)
SB: Joe Chase, 544/3 (high score: 188, Winston Bruce)
TD: Harry Charters, 44.4/3 (fast time: 13.5, Dean Oliver and Charters)
BR: Bob Wegner, 347/2 (high score: 176, Gid Garstad and Pete Crump)
SR: Duane Reece, 69.7/3 (fast time: 16.0, Sonny Davis)

1959 ($23,772)
AA: Don McLaughlin, $1,978, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Jim Shoulders, 359/2 (high score: 183, John Hawkins)
SW: (tie) Harry Charters and Wilbur Plaugher, 25.5/3 (fast time: 5.7, Charters)
SB: Casey Tibbs, 363/2 (high score: 183, Winston Bruce and Tibbs)
TD: Johnny Leonard, 42.9/3 (fast time: 12.1, Don McLaughlin)
BR: Duane Howard, 354/2 (high score: 183, Howard)
SR: Joe Bergevin, 70.4/3 (fast time: 16.7, John Dalton)

1958
AA: Jim Shoulders, $1,999, bareback riding and bull riding
BB: Jim Shoulders, 363/2 (high score: 186, Shoulders)
SW: Gene Miles, 21.7/3 (fast time: 6.0, Miles)
SB: Les Johnson, 365/2 (high score: 186, Deb Copenhaver and Johnson)
TD: Ray Savage, 44.4/3 (fast time: 11.4, Leonard Saye)
BR: Jim Shoulders, 181
SR: Clark McEntire, 58.6/3 (fast time: 17.5, McEntire)

1957 (telecast drew 38.6 million viewers in prime time)
AA: Clark McEntire, $2,735, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Bob Cullison, 355/2 (high score: 181, Ira Akers and Bill George)
SW: Carl Mendes, 27.2/3 (fast time: 5.9, John Hatley)
SB: Alvin Nelson, 364/2 (high score: 183, Tom Tescher and Nelson)
TD: Dean Oliver, 38.0/3 (fast time: 11.9, Jim Bob Altizer and Oliver)
BR: Joel Sublette, 350/2 (high score: 179, Billy Hand)
SR: Clark McEntire, 54.1/3 (fast time: 16.8, McEntire)

1956
AA: John Dalton, $3,108, steer wrestling, tie-down roping and steer roping ($27,578 in 2016 dollars)
BB: John Hawkins, 373/2 (high score: 190, John Mitchell and Hawkins)
SW: Sherman Sullins, 28.7/3 (fast time: 6.3, Wayne Dunafon)
SB: Alvin Nelson, 369/2 (high score: 189, George Menkenmeier)
TD: Joe Bergevin, 43.1/3 (fast time: 11.4, Jake Bogard)
BR: Buck Rutherford, 183
SR: John Dalton, 61.4/3 (fast time: 16.5, Dalton)

1955
AA: Leonard Saye, $1,825, steer wrestling, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Ralph Buell, 355/2 (high score: 190, Paul Templeton)
SW: Leonard Saye, 22.7/3 (fast time: 7.2, Barney Willis)
SB: Deb Copenhaver, 388/2 (high score: 196, Copenhaver)
TD: B.J. Pierce, 51.3/3 (fast time: 12.6, Ray Jones)
BR: Buck Boyce, 351/2 (high score: 180, Wick Peth)
SR: Carl Sawyer, 78.3/3 (fast time: 18.0, John Dalton)

1954
AA: Dell Haverty, $1,571, bareback riding and tie-down roping
BB: Dell Haverty, 537/3 (high score: 187, Haverty)
SW: Dud Taylor, 20.0/2 (fast time: 8.3, Gene Miles)
SB: Gene Pruett, 543/3 (high score: 192, Marty Wood)
TD: Dell Haverty, 60.5/3 (fast time: 16.4, Vern Castro)
SR: Don McLaughlin, 71.0/3 (fast time: 19.4, Ike Rude)

1953
AA: Eddy Akridge, $844, bareback riding and saddle bronc riding
BB: Eddy Akridge, 733/4 (high score: 191, Akridge)
SW: Bob Nordtome, 49.8/3 (fast time: 8.3, Don Jackman)
SB: Arlo Curtiss, 722/4 (high score: 198, Curtiss)
TD: E.V. Dorsey, 45.2/3 (fast time: 11.6, Dan Poore)
SR: Ike Rude, 70.9/3 (fast time: 16.7, Shoat Webster)

1952
AA: Shoat Webster, steer wrestling, tie-down roping and steer roping
SW: Gordon Davis
SB: Arlo Curtiss
TD: B.J. Pierce
BR: Steve Johnson
SR: Oran Fore

1951
AA: Shoat Webster, steer wrestling tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Casey Tibbs
SW: Barney Willis
SB: Buster Ivory
TD: Toots Mansfield
SR: Shoat Webster

1950
AA: Shoat Webster, steer wrestling, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: (tie) Jim Hailey and Casey Tibbs
SW: Dub Phillips
SB: Bill Linderman
TD: Shoat Webster
SR: Cotton Lee

1949
AA: Shoat Webster, steer wrestling, tie-down roping and steer roping
BB: Bud Linderman
SW: Shoat Webster
SB: Bud Linderman
TD: Chuck Sheppard
SR: Shoat Webster

1948 (first year bareback riding was part of the program)
AA: Everett Shaw
BB: Bob Maynard
SW: Al Garrett
SB: Jerry Ambler
TD: Toots Mansfield
SR: Everett Shaw

1947
AA: Clark McEntire
SW: Claude Hensen
SB: Gene Pruett
TD: Dean Merritt
BR: Tom McBride
SR: Clark McEntire

1946
AA: Hugh Bennett
SW: Dave Campbell
SB: Jim Luke
TD: Vern Castro
BR: Alex Dick
SR: John Bowman

1945
AA: John Bowman
SW: Buckshot Sorrels
SB: Bill McMacken
TD: John Bowman
BR: Frank Voros
SR: John Bowman

1944 (first year bull riding was part of the program)
AA: Gene Rambo
SW: Homer Pettigrew
SB: Bob Burrows
TD: Floyd Peters
BR: Johnny Tubbs
SR: John Rhodes

1942-43 – RODEO NOT HELD

1941
AA: Fritz Truan
SW: Fritz Truan
SB: Doff Aber
TD: Buck Standifer
SR: (tie) Bob Harverty and Everett Bowman

1940
AA: Clay Carr
SW: Everett Bowman
SB: Nick Knight
TD: R. Merchant
SR: Clay Carr

1939
AA: Bill McMacken
SW: Bill McMacken
SB: Jack Wade
TD: Roy Lewis
SR: Asbury Schell

1938
AA: Ross Henry Meeks
SW: Cliff Gardner
SB: Wayne Davis
TD: John Thomas
SR: Ross Meeks

1937
AA: Bill McMacken
SW: Shaniko Red
SB: Bill McMacken
TD: Lloyd Depew
SR: Bill McMacken

1936
AA: (tie) Carl Arnold and Ike Rude
SW: Dick Truitt
SB: Pete Knight
TD: King Merritt
SR: (tie) Carl Arnold and Ike Rude

1935
AA: Everett Bowman
SW: Everett Bowman
SB: Pete Knight
TD: Everett Bowman
SR: King Merritt
1934
AA: Dick Truitt
SW: James Irwin
SB: Chuck Wilson
TD: Dick Truitt
SR: Bob Crosby

1933
AA: Everett Shaw
SW: Dick Truitt
SB: Floyd Stillings
TD: Everett Shaw
SR: Bob Crosby

1932
AA: Everett Bowman
SW: Hugh Bennett
SB: Pete Knight
TD: Bob Crosby
SR: Everett Bowman

1931
AA: Ike Rude
SW: Frank McCarroll
SB: F.E. Studnick
TD: E. Pardee
SR: Ike Rude
1930
AA: Jake McClure
SW: Paddy Ryan
SB: Pete Knight
TD: Jake McClure
SR: Jake McClure

1929
AA: Dick Truitt
SW: Dick Shelton
SB: Pete Knight
TD: Jake McClure
SR: Dick Truitt

1928
AA: Bob Crosby
SW: Dick Shelton
SB: Turk Greenough
TD: Bob Crosby
SR: Bob Crosby

1927 (first year that tie-down roping was part of the program)
AA: Bob Crosby
SW: Dick Shelton
SB: Bob Askin
TD: Ed Bowman
SR: Bob Crosby
1926
AA: Hugo Strickland (Norman Cowan-Roosevelt Trophy)
SW: Norman Cowan
SB: Shark Irwin
SR: Hugo Strickland

1925
AA: C.W. Cash (Bob Crosby-Roosevelt Trophy)
SW: Mike Hastings
SB: Bob Askin
SR: King Merritt

1924
AA: Hugo Strickland (Paddy Ryan-Roosevelt Trophy)
SW: Buck Lucas
SB: Paddy Ryan
SR: Hugo Strickland

1923
AA: Yakima Canutt
SW: Lloyd Saunders
SB: Yakima Canutt
SR: Tom Grimes

1922
AA: (tie) Mike Hastings and Hugo Strickland
SW: Mike Hastings
SB: Howard Tegland
SR: Hugo Strickland

1921
AA: Darrel Cannon
SW: Yakima Canutt
SB: Hugo Strickland
SR: Tom Grimes

1920
AA: Yakima Canutt
SW: Yakima Canutt
SB: Tex Smith
SR: Ray Bell

1919
AA: Yakima Canutt
SW: Jim Massey
SB: Yakima Canutt
SR: Fred Beesan

1918
AA: Hugo Strickland
SW: Ray McCarroll
SB: Hugo Strickland
SR: Ed McCarty
1917
AA: Yakima Canutt
SW: Paul Hastings
SB: Yakima Canutt
SR: Charles Wier

1916
AA: Jackson Sundown
SW: Frank McCarroll
SB: Jackson Sundown
SR: George Wier

1915
AA: Lee Caldwell
SW: Frank Cable
SB: Lee Caldwell
SR: George Wier

1914
AA: Sam Garrett
SW: Sam Garrett, 25.4
SB: Red Parker
SR: Tom Grimes, 30.5

1913
AA: A.E. McCormach
SW: Wallie Padgett
SB: A.E. McCormach
SR: Ed McCarty

1912
AA: Hoot Gibson
SW: Art Acord, 57.0
SB: L.W. Minor
SR: Dell Blancett

1911
SW: Buffalo Vernon, 53.6
SB: John Spain
SR: Roy Ross, 79.5

1910
SB: Bert Kelly